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Age-Friendly Hulme & Moss Side Partnership
The Age-Friendly Hulme & Moss Side Partnership is run by a resident-led board
working alongside institutional and third sector partners working to make the
neighbourhood more Age-Friendly.

What is the Partnership?

Ways people can contribute:

The partnerships are led by local residents and
aims to make the area more age-friendly. They are
working with older people and researchers in the
Manchester Age Friendly Neighbourhood (MAFN)
team to understand what the neighbourhood is like
to live in now and how to improve it in the future.
To do this we are creating an action plans in each
neighbourhood to help make the area better for
older people and we will be funding projects which
benefit older people in the neighbourhood.

»» Talk with your neighbours friends and relatives
about the project

The partnership is governed by a resident-led
board. This board is made up of local residents
and representatives of local institutions and
organisations which are active in the area. To be
quorate, in order to make decisions on funding,
50% of people on the board must be residents of
the neighbourhood, 50% of those residents must
be over 50 years old. There must be 5 institutions
represented (e.g. NHS, CCG, housing association,
police, Age Friendly Manchester etc.)

»» Meet to evaluate and select projects

The partnership approach aims to to reduce the
barriers to participation and provide multiple
ways of getting involved. This enables people with
different experiences, commitments and capabilities
to get involved, and provide routes for indiviuduals
to increase their engagement over time.
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»» Attend events / Take part in design and discovery
activities
»» Provide local expertise by talking to investigators
»» Be a local investigator
»» Contribute to the partnership mapping and
networking

»» Help get to know harder to reach individuals
»» Be on the partnership champions board
»» Suggest or lead partnership projects
»» Support other projects initiated by your
partnership
»» Help the Age-friendly neighbourhood team by
joining the project board
»» Join the Age Friendly Manchester board
»» Help develop the wider Ambition for Ageing
programme by joining the Older People’s
Network or the Equalities Board

Images from Age Friendly Hulme & Moss Side Launch in March 2016
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Research Strategy

St George’s & St Wilfrid’s

Aquarius

BBC Loreto

Alex Park

Cardinal Court

KEY:
Areas of Older People (spatial data)
Specialist Housing Accommodation (urban design analysis)
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St George’s & St Wilfrid’s

St George’s & St Wilfrid’s
St George’s has 4 tower blocks all managed by City
South (now called One Manchester). St Wilfrid’s
also has 2 tower-blocks, also managed by City
South. The areas of older people correlates with
properties managed by People First.

Aquarius

Aquarius
The Aquarius estate includes several tower blocks,
some of which have a minimum age of residents.
These blocks are all managed by City South.

BBC Loreto

BBC Loreto
BBC Loreto is the one area which doesn’t have any
specific specialist housing, apart from the Homes
for Change development which is identified just
adjacent to the highlighted area.

Alex Park

Alex Park
Alex Park has two specialist housing
accommodation schemes, Will Griffiths, managed by
City South and Hibiscus Court which is managed by
Adactus.
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Age-Friendly Hulme & Moss Side Projects
The Partnership board have a community fund to
provide financial support to resident-led projects.
The funding is intended to be used on projects
which cost under £2000 that aim to tackle the risk
factors of social isolation amongst over 50 year
olds. Projects are initiated, developed and run by
older people in partnership with local organisations
and institutions. These projects are developed in
response to the findings of the Age-Friendly Action
Plan, and the learning from these projects is used to
inform future activities developed by residents.

Project’s Funded So Far...
1. Saturday Soup, with Yellowbird
2. A Byte to Eat, with MTTC United Daycare
3. We are Dementia Friendly, with Together
Dementia Support (marker indicates that the
project covers the whole neighbourhood)
4. St George’s Garden Parties, with St Georges
Garden Club and One Manchester
5. Ayeeyo Lunch with Women’s Support Group
6. New Fellowship Disabled Improvements with
New Hope Fellowship Church
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Age Friendly Hulme & Moss Side
Action Plan Findings

In the following pages, are the most up to date
current findings. We continue to develop findings
which cover all the WHO domains with residents
and stakeholders in the neighbourhood.

Outdoor Space
and Buildings

Communication
and Information

Community
Support and
Health
Civic
Participation and
Employment

Transportation

Housing

Social
Participation

Respect and
Social Inclusion
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Outdoor Space and Buildings

1

Hulme and Moss Side have a high number of
community buildings, many of which serve
specific spatial and demographic communities.

There are a huge number of
community venues across the
neighbourhood. (Community Assets,
Urban Design Analysis)

“I attend the Kath Locke Centre for
Zumba. Depends what you want. They
have an exercise class there every
Monday.” (Female 70s, April 2016)
“We do things here at Will Griffiths.
There is painting, computers, the film

The age-friendly Hulme & Moss Side
events calendar demonstrates how
many activities there are currently
going on in the area which have
been reported by older people and
organisations. (Calendar)

We used to have 20 people in the
Sugar Group [who meet weekly at
Kath Locke Centre] but now that’s
sometimes as low as 7 to 10 people.
It would be good to recruit more
people again. We are here for older
people with diabetes and we have lots
of Afro-Caribbean women who attend.
(Community Health Worker)
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club. We want to start things in here
for the ladies. Its getting the right
people and the funding in place.”
(Male 50s, April 2016)

“There’s powerhouse and hideaway,
but nowhere they can spend more
time. The area is quite diverse, you
have many religions in Moss Side. We
also have Greenheys for over 21s. “
(Male 70s, May 2016)

“I have been working in Hulme for
20 years and I think it has changed an
awful lot. I think the Government has
put a lot of money into Hulme and
there are a lot more facilities than
there were before. It is friendly and
inviting living in Hulme” (Muslim
Women’s focus group, Mosque) from
Hidden Voices 2014 report.

Impact
»» Older people report many activities available to them throughout the area.
»» Older people report that there is no location where different cultures come together.
»» There is a lack of informal social space in Hulme & Moss Side.

Ideas
»» Encouraging less formal activity and less prescribed formats can encourage incidental social contact,
which can be less intimidating for newcomers.

Projects
»» Encourage different community groups to come together for neighbourhood wide events
»» Research into the Carnival to open up to include different groups?
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Outdoor Space and Buildings

KEY:
Areas of Older People (spatial data and interpersonal research)
Built Community Assets: Community use, religious, health and education. (Urban design analysis)
Green Space: Formal parks, playgrounds, pocket parks, and informal green space. (Urban design analysis).
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St George’s & St Wilfrid’s
Compared to the rest of the neighbourhood St
Georges has few community assets. The majority
of these are health related. The one community use
space is the church which lacks an accessible WC
limiting its offer to the community. The two closest
community assets are closed (Hulme Library and
Building on the Adventure Playground. The park is
reportedly underused by the Over 50s, with a lack
of lighting and suitable equipment.
Aquarius
The Aquarius Centre closed earlier this year which
has been of detrimental effect to this community.
One group have been using a religious building
in the area while the community centre’s status
is discussed by institutions. There is a lack of any
large green space in the vicinity but reports of
environmental improvements carried out by City
south have been well received by residents.

BBC Loreto
There is a lack of green space available to this area
with both areas shown on the map either informal
(site waiting development) or used by the college
and has little public benefit. Reports of Hulme’s
Library closure have meant there is less social
activity offered in close vicinity in this area, and
other assets are religious/ closed (Hippodrome).
The Garden centre has potential to become better
used by older people living close.
Alex Park
The estate is adjacent to the recently renovated
Alexandra Park which also hosts large community
events. There are a number of active existing agefriendly assets including Will Griffiths community
room, Amani Centre and Kath Locke Centre.
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Outdoor Space and Buildings

2

There is a diversity of parks and small
recreational spaces, but many of the smaller
‘pocket parks’ do not serve the older
community.

“People don’t feel safe about the
park. People like to feel safe in their
community, it seems like it’s more
under control, user-friendly and safe.”
(Male 50s, April 2016)

There are large number of parks
and green spaces across the
neighbourhood. The smaller ones
lack amenities and maintenance to
encourage use.
(Green Spaces, Urban Design Analysis)

Recommendation in the conclusions
of the Hidden Voices Report including
“More green spaces and places to sit”.
(Hidden Voices, 2014)
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“That strip on Quinny, it’s the only
space of green we have around here.
We don’t want to lose our lovely bits
of green.” (Female 50s, April 2016)

“People don’t go to Alex Park from
Will Griffiths, they aren’t so strong”
(Male 70s, April 2016)

“The porta-cabins that are in Barracks
park aren’t connected to water and
electricity, and are slowly getting
vandalised, we have talked to the
council because everything is there
but they just don’t want to do it. It
would be great to have some keepfit/ outdoor gym equipment here. ”
(Female, 60s, March 2016)

Impact
»» Older people are not using the larger outdoor parks due to travel distances for those with limited
mobility and lack of appropriate social amenity. Smaller parks and very local spaces along with
related social activities may therefore be important in enabling physical activity. This will have
effects on health and well-being for older people.
»» Suitable activities which are being held in parks may not be reaching those in most need of light
physical activity.

Ideas
»» Well maintained, well lit and active green spaces where local older people are involved.
»» Create Age Friendly public spaces around specialist housing accommodation?
»» Survey outdoor spaces with older people to identify Age Friendly opportunities

Projects
»» Supporting the re-creation of Friends of Hulme Park
»» Travel club to encourage people to walk to the park from the specialist housing
»» Potential of installing keep fit equipment and lighting in Barracks Park, St Georges.
»» Supporting local residents to create “Friends of” groups for additional green spaces in the area
»» Looking at the underused green spaces to understand what changes could be made to increase use.
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Outdoor Space and Buildings

KEY:
Areas of Older People (spatial data and interpersonal research)
Built Community Assets: Community use, religious, health and education. (Urban design analysis)
Green Space: Formal parks, playgrounds, pocket parks, and informal green space. (Urban design analysis).
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St George’s & St Wilfrid’s
Compared to the rest of the neighbourhood St
Georges has few community assets. The majority
of these are health related. The one community use
space is the church which lacks an accessible WC
limiting its offer to the community. The two closest
community assets are closed (Hulme Library and
Building on the Adventure Playground. The park is
reportedly underused by the Over 50s, with a lack
of lighting and suitable equipment.
Aquarius
The Aquarius Centre closed earlier this year which
has been of detrimental effect to this community.
One group have been using a religious building
in the area while the community centre’s status
is discussed by institutions. There is a lack of any
large green space in the vicinity but reports of
environmental improvements carried out by City
south have been well received by residents.

BBC Loreto
There is a lack of green space available to this area
with both areas shown on the map either informal
(site waiting development) or used by the college
and has little public benefit. Reports of Hulme’s
Library closure have meant there is less social
activity offered in close vicinity in this area, and
other assets are religious/ closed (Hippodrome).
The Garden centre has potential to become better
used by older people living close.
Alex Park
The estate is adjacent to the recently renovated
Alexandra Park which also hosts large community
events. There are a number of active existing agefriendly assets including Will Griffiths community
room, Amani Centre and Kath Locke Centre.
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Outdoor Space and Buildings

and Moss Side have experienced a series
3 Hulme
of significant changes within living memory
of its older population as well as more recent
changes to the urban environment.

“I could still get lost with the new estate as
I don’t frequent the new estate. The main
road is the same but, Great Western Street
has been cut in two and it’s difficult to
find place especially in Hulme. It’s not sign
posted properly and when they do I find
they are very small. My doctors is up Royce
Road in Hulme and when I am walking
to go up the road, I don’t know where I
am going. I happen to know because I live
round here but for new people to the area
they don’t. I find on the whole the sign
posting isn’t very good and it’s too small. “
(Female 70s, April 2016)
“Changing the names of the streets was
the most stupid thing they did. Even the
postman cannot get it right anymore”
(Female 50s, April 2016)
“Moss Side was alright to live, until they
took down my house, it got knocked down
for the new Alexandra Park estate and I got
nothing.” (Female 70s, April 2016)
Birley Campus and University buildings
having been recently completed.
(Urban Design Analysis)
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The historic mapping analysis shows a number
of large scale regeneration projects across the
neighbourhood over the last 60 years.
(Historic Mapping, Urban Design Analysis)
“Epping Street was a great old place with a lot
going on. Enlightened place to be. It was very wide
and if you wanted to meet anyone that’s where
you find them. From Arnott Crescent this was
the main furrow fair to Stretford Road.You had
Martins Croft, St. Philip’s school and if you walked
up Stretford Road Birley High School, St Augustine’s
where Sally’s children went to. In the 80s the council
decided because the number of children dropped
so much they closed most of the schools. “We
lost our community in one huge swoop, which was
horrendous. “ (Female 70s, May 2016)
Areas that older people are living in correspond
to areas of housing which pre-date the second
wave of regeneration in both neighbourhoods.
This includes a large majority of post-war council
housing estates built following the widespread
and so-called “slum clearances” of the 60s and
70s. Properties which remained following mass
demolition of maisonette schemes as part of
Hulme’s “ City Challenge” in the early 90s as
well as the Moss Side regeneration of the late
90s. Much of the newer housing was created
to diversify tenure and was constructed to a
particular design code.
(Spatial Data, Urban Design Analysis)

Impact
»» Changes to neighbourhoods has affected some older peoples feelings of belonging and ability to
navigate the neighbourhood.
»» Loss of feeling of ownership of neighbourhood
»» Unfamiliar place and street names can be off-putting to older residents. Not knowing where places
are means its difficult to encourage them to attend events and activities.

Ideas
»» Better and clearer signage.
»» Walking groups to encourage people to use popular routes
»» Gradual development and making changes slowly.
»» Maintaining street names and historic street patterns in new developments.

Projects
»» Working with developers coming into the area to look at historic street patterns
»» Potential to increase the membership of the neighbourhood history group
»» Screenings of memory and reminiscence projects such as Hulme Sweet Hulme across the
neighbourhood.
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Outdoor Space and Buildings
Generally older people are living in post-war
housing. Meaning that some have lived here
for a long time, having moved in when the
houses were originally built.

Note on Victorian Housing.The two smaller areas of
older people to the east of Princess Parkway in Moss
Side are both in areas predominantly unaffected by
the mass clearance of Victorian dwellings in the 70s
apart from the Footballers Estate in the centre, and
the Frank Hatton Court to the east (areas where
older people also reportedly live).
KEY:
Areas of Older People (spatial data and interpersonal research)
Area of housing built between pre-1960 (urban design analysis)
Area of housing built between 1960-1990 (urban design analysis)
(All other housing areas have been built following various regeneration schemes post 1990.)
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St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
Older people are generally living in areas of housing
which was built following the “slum clearances” in
the 60s and 70s. The majority of St George’s was
not changed during the City Challenge period in the
90s/ One area not following this general rule is St
Wilfrid’s. This can be explained by being one of the
earliest completed housing schemes of the Hulme
Regeneration with families moving in as early as
1994.
Aquarius
Much the estate was included in the redevelopment
of Hulme as part of the 90s regeneration efforts,
which included the building and subsequent
demolition of maisonette flats. The houses which
remained throughout the regeneration cycles are
generally inhabited but older people aged over 75.
These include many families who were moved in
following slum clearances of the 60s with families,
whose children have now grown up now.
BBC Loreto
The Loreto estate, similar to Aquarius, is an island
surrounded by houses which were built following
the Hulme City Challenge in the 90s. Much of the
newer style housing follows a strict design code
and feels very different in character to the estate
housing many older people live in.

Alex Park
Though Alex Park’s regeneration story starts from
the same “slum clearance” efforts in the 70s as
Hulme, subsequent regeneration efforts takes a
very different approach. On the Alex Park estate
much of the housing stock was family housing
and was therefore maintains. The main changes to
the area in the late 90s and 00s included reducing
walkways and back routes and changing street
names in an effort to combat gang culture.
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Outdoor Space and Buildings

4

Existing Leisure Centres have limited appeal
to older people and while located on public
transport routes are underused by over 50s.

“I use Moss Side Leisure Centre
for swimming. I haven’t gone there
lately. Reason I stopped was that the
instructor now focuses on keep fit/
getting toned, so the instructor doesn’t
have enough time for people with
mobility. Started going to the bingo/
clinic in Longsight instead.”
(Female, 70s, April 2016)

“Moss Side Leisure Centre - She does
go there to swim, but she used to have
tutors and water aerobics, and there
are no classes now. She heard there
was an issue with the licences for the
teachers.” (Female 60s, June 2016)

“The water temperature is very cool
[At Moss Side Leisure Centre]. This is
fine if you are swimming fast, but for
me it is to help my mobility and to
rehabilitate my legs, and I can get cold.”
(Female 60s, May 2016)
“I would definitey stay and chat if there
was a cafe - we all just leave at the end.”
(Male 60s June 2016)
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“I used to use the leisure centre, but
I have had an operation on my knee
so I got out of the habit of going – but
I don’t go mainly not cos of classes. I
didn’t used to think this was a place
that was for me, but after a friend
went, I started going with them, its fine
– not a social place for me. If there
was a place to sit and have a coffee
then I would go there and it could be
more of a social place. It should be an
inspiring place with art and culture as
well as fitness focus. The library being
in there is helping and that should be
developed.” (Male 50s, June 2016)
Reports that the leisure centres will be
redeveloped over the next five years.
(Community Officer, GLS)
I go [to the Aquatics Centre] after
10am, its cheaper.
(Female, 50s March 2016)
There are 2 swimming pools and
2 other sports facilities currently
operating in the area
(Urban Design Analysis)

Impact
»» Older people have reported not using or reducing their use of the swimming pool and fitness
centre
»» Regular exercise has health and well-being benefits for older people, but when classes and
instructors focus on fitness rather than agility and mobility reasons it can put older people off.
»» Having no cafe means people are less likely to socialise together after classes.

Ideas
»» Increasing the pool temperature for sessions for older people/ younger children (poss at certain
times)
»» Add/ increase sessions aimed at the over 50s
»» If the centre had an area for socialising after classes it would encourage more people to come in
and use the facilities. This would be especially helpful for the Dementia-Friendly Swimming Group
as carers can have some well-earned rest and a chat.

Projects
»» Advertise and encourage attendance at Dementia Friendly Swimming Sessions (may need an
increase in volunteers?)
»» Add/ increase sessions aimed at the over 50s at Active Lifestyles/ Moss Side Leisure Centre/
Aquatics Centre
»» Create a cafe space within the leisure centre. This could be used at specific time (e.g Hough End)
or there is potential to start a acfe as a social enterprise and create a true community space within
the library/ leisure centre.
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Outdoor Space and Buildings

Sugden
Centre

Aquatics
Centre

The Globe
Community
Gym

Moss Side
Leisure
Centre

Active
Lifestyles
Centre

KEY:
Areas of Older People (spatial data and interpersonal research)
Specialise Housing (Sheltered Accommodation/ Retirement Housing
Leisure Centre and Library with a 400m radius - a 5 minute walk for a healthy adult.
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St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
This area is not directly served by any sports of
leisure centre. The bus routes do not travel via the
local facilities making any classes difficult to access.
Residents report using Trafford Sports Barn which
is accessible via public transport.

Aquarius
This area is located closest to the majority of
leisure centres and swimming pools. Residents also
take part in a exercise classes run within the estate.

BBC Loreto
This area is the closet to the Moss Side leisure
centre but residents have reported reducing their
use of the leisure centre due to changes at the
centre. A new community gym has opened on the
board of Hulme and Trafford - the Globe. It may be
that residents can take advantage of this, with the
facility only being 500m away.

Alex Park
The older people here, similar to St Georges are
furthest away from the sports and leisure assets,
though connections to both swimming pools are
possible using public transport (which is backed up
by annecdotal evidnec from residents)
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Transportation

1

St Georges does not have good transport links
to the rest of Hulme & Moss Side, while most
the rest of the neighbourhood is generally well
connected.

Most residential areas in Hulme & Moss
Side are within 500m of a bus stop.

The last care home in Hulme, Oaklands
Care Home (located in St Georges) was
demolished in 2013.
(Fieldwork/ Urban Design Analysis)

(Bus Stops, Urban Design Analysis)

Routes from the City Centre to the
southern suburbs transverse through
Hulme and Moss Side making it fairly
well connected in a north -south
direction. Connections are less in EastWest direction meaning travel within
Hulme & Moss Side is more difficult.
(Urban Design Analysis)

Residents report using buses regularly.
(All focus groups)
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“Now you get that new bus the 41 and you
get a bus just outside your door. Now you get
buses to go anywhere you want to go” (Men's
focus group, High rise housing block) from Hidden
Voices Report 2014

“Sometimes you wait and wait and they come
full of students” (Women’s focus group, Bingo
- Local Community Centre) from Hidden Voices
Report 2014

Board members who live in St Georges
regularly arrange taxi transport to board
meetings taking place in various community
venues across Hulme and Moss Side, as there
are no direct bus routes and ring and ride is
not available.
(Board meeting members expenses 2016)

Impact
»» Numbers of older people in Hulme are very low compared to the rest of the city and the UK.
The majority of older people in Hulme and Moss Side are able to access community services and
buildings over the neighbourhood, those in St Georges do not have easy bus access.
»» Older people will not choose to attend groups or social occasions if it is difficult to get there.
Without affordable/ free transport to older people will continue to be isolated in their homes.

Ideas
»» Using Manchester Community Transport/ Ring & Ride services to route a weekly route through
the estate giving the residents the opportunity to use the bus to get across the neighbourhood.
»» Make better links with services in Trafford and promote these services in St Georges as they are
the places accessible to residents.
»» Lobby Transport for Greater Manchester to make better inter-neighbourhood links for areas which
are on the periphery of boroughs.
»» Understand the use of services such as Local Link and Ring and Ride to understand usage patterns
and if community transport could support/ supplement this,

Projects
»» Map every mini-bus in Hulme and Moss Side and create a neighbourhood pool of minibuses.
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Transportation

KEY:
Areas of Older People (spatial data and interpersonal research)
Bus Routes (urban design analysis)
Bus Stops (urban design analysis)
Older People with no access to a private vehicle (spatial data)
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St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
Generally the areas older people are living in have
good access to the bus network. St Georges is the
one area which lacks this connection. The routes
serving this area connect to Trafford and the City
centre but do not allow movement south towards
the facilities of the rest of Hulme and Moss Side
neighbourhood. Many older people living here also
do not have access to a private car.

Aquarius
This map shows that Aquarius is generally well
served by routes with good connections to the city
centre and district centres to the south of the city.
Looking in more detail at the age range of residents
and the location of bus routes - the oldest people
are living closer to Princess Parkway - furthest
away form the bus stops of routes surrounding the
housing.

BBC Loreto
This area is well served by regular services which
travel to the city centre and other district centres
in Manchester. This routes connects residents with
neighbourhood facilities as well. The map also
shows clearly that the majority of older people will
not have access to a car in this area.

Alex Park
The estate is fairly well served with Princess
Parkway and Alexandra Road providing many
regular services for travel into the city centre as
well as neighbourhood shops and services. The
newly re-instated route 85A has increased the
amount of services available to residents living in
the west of the estate.
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Transportation

2

Some areas such as St. Georges are used
as car parks for city workers due to the
proximity to the city centre and amount of
free on street parking.

“Why would I drive when I have my
pass, I can jump into my limousine –
the bus!”
(Female 60s, June 2016)

“This is the big issue here. All these cars
are commuters. When you ask them - “why
should I pay for a parking space?” [Points
out that wheelchair users or pushchairs
cannot pass the parked cars on pavements.]”
(Female 60s, March 2016)

Resident meeting held at New Hope
Fellowship Church to discuss parking issues
in the area with Councillor.
(Interpersonal Research)

Don’t talk to me about it - we’ve had this
for years. They’re never going to change it.
(Female, 60s, April 2016)

“The cars parked on pavements is a
huge problem how can you pass on a
wheelchair?” (Women’s focus group, Bingo Local Community Centre) from Hidden Voices
Report 2014.
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Impact
»» Causes problems for older residents particularly those with poor mobility. There is often access
issues with pavements for wheelchair users to pass cars.
»» Feeling that neighbourhood is being used by those who don’t live within the area.
»» Aggravation with neighbours and friction in community over parking spaces.

Ideas
»» Parking permit scheme?
»» Awareness raising of access issues on pavements

Projects
»»
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Transportation

CITY CENTRE

KEY:
Areas of Older People
Resident Parking Permit Schemes in operation (between 2 and 3 hour street parking)
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St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
It is clear from the map that St Georges is the
closest residential area without a permit scheme
which attracts people working in the city who park
for the day and want to avoid expensive car parks.

Aquarius
Aquarius area is covered by two parking schemes,
to the south there is a 2 hour limit on nonresidents, and the north has no on street parking
for non-residents.

BBC Loreto
Again, the area is covered by permit schemes, to the
south there is a 2 hour limit on non-residents, and
the north has a 3 hour stay for non- residents.

Alex Park
There are no parking restrictions in this area. As it
is located further away from the city centre, there
may be less issues with people parking all day.
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3

St. Georges is poorly served by transport links
to primary and acute health facilities, whereas
the other focus areas are relatively well
connected.

“For earlier hospital appointments I have to
get a taxi, which is expensive. ”
(Female 60s, April 2016)

“Be better if bus pass could be used at any
time – as when I have early morning hospital
appointments I can’t get the bus.”
(Male 70s May 2016)
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Discussion with MMU Transport Officer
regarding the 141 bus service. He reports
that MMU subsidise this service making
it economically viable in term time only.
(Interpersonal Research)

141 bus route runs from Hulme via the
hospital to Didsbury, but this service is
only offered during term-time and its main
function is to serve students.
(Urban Design Analysis)

Impact
»» Lack of transport to hospitals means residents relying on taxi to get to appointments
»» If it is not easy to get to routine appointments older people may put off treatments or miss
appointments.
»» Situation worse outside university term times as 141 bus does not run.
»» Moss Side has better transport links to large health assets than Hulme, with this especially obvious
in the St Georges areas. The majority of residents would have to get 2 buses to travel to the MRI.

Ideas
»» Neighbourhood organised lifts to appointments
»» Keep bus running all year round
»» Survey the amount of mini-buses which operate in Hulme & Moss Side - ownership and usage.
Make more use of existing mini-buses owned by community organisations.

Projects
»»
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Transportation
People reporting bad
health, living in St
George’s have poor
transport links to some
of the larger health
assets available in the
neighbourhood.

Moss Side
Health
Centre
Alexandra
Park
Health
Centre

KEY:
Areas of Older People reporting bad health (spatial data)
Hospital / Health Centre (with a 400m circular distance shown)
Bus Routes serving the bus stops 400m walk from health asset (urban design analysis)
Bus Stops within 400m / 5 min walk from health centre/ hospital (urban design analysis)
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141 bus route only available in term time.

Manchester
Royal
Infirmary

St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
There are pockets of older people reporting bad
health in St Georges and St Wilfrid’s which have few
to no bus routes available to travel to primary care
health centre/ hospitals. This area has poor access
to health services and is poorly served by bus
routes.

Aquarius
The area is not highlighted for older people
reporting bad health, and there are several bus
routes serving residents to travel to health centres
and hospital. Looking in more depth identifies good
access to Alex Park Health centre, but the termtime route would be the main route to the hospital.
There is no bus running for residents to travel to
Moss Side Health Centre.

BBC Loreto
Again the area does not have a specific pocket of
older people reporting bad health, and again similar
to Aquarius, access to Alex Park Health Centre is
good, but there is no route close to this area which
would take residents to Manchester Royal Infirmary
and Moss Side Health Centre.

Alex Park
Alex Park is well served by the Alexandra Park
Health Centre and along with bus routes. The route
on Moss Lane East does travel past the MRI and
Moss Side Health Centre and so it the best served
area in terms of health assets and transport to
other large health assets.
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Housing

1

Older people are living in areas where there
are social rental properties. There are lots
of different registered housing providers
in Hulme and Moss Side. Residents have
expressed a desire for these to work more
closely together.

“Tower blocks in the area all have some
space on the ground floor and should be
open for residents to hold activities or
community events.”
(Female 40s, March 2016)
“Since the estate has been taken over by
City South, the service has been vastly
reduced. They charge tenants for repairs
– handyman service. They used to offer
a concessionary gardening scheme. Older
people have stopped looking after their
gardens.”
(Female 60s, May 2016)

There are over 20 different housing
providers in Hulme & Moss Side.
(Urban Design Analysis)

“The flyers said one Manchester, the
residents don’t know what One Manchester
is, so obviously they didn’t go”.
(Male 60s Sept 2016)
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“City South work really hard with us.
City South are our champions. The little
playground was built by City South and the
football pitch was an old one but replaced.
They respect the area and the residents,
they do a lot to encourage community spirit.
Since the time they have come in around ten
years ago, they’ve done a lot of work for all
these residents. They have lifted things. This
was expansive concrete and they put in the
garden and fences. They put in new doors
and windows. We worked with them in
open days and consultations. Everyone had a
choice of what they wanted. “
(Female 70s, May 2016)

“As part of the environmental works - City
South installed a massive granite stone with
“St Georges” on and some raised letters,
doesn’t know the purpose. It has some of
the street names, but none of the walks:
where she lives. And they have not put in
any benches. It annoys her that they are
spending money on these things, as it is of
no use to the community.”
(Female 60s, March 2016)

Impact
»» Tower-blocks all have community caretakers, but the relationship they have with tenants is critical
as they can act as gatekeepers to activities in the tower-blocks.
»» Locked or under-used “community” rooms means little or no activities can be run at the ground
floor of tower-blocks.
»» There are mixed reports about City South (One Manchester), the largest provider of housing in
the neighbourhood, and the relationship with older residents.
»» Housing providers are in a critical position to engage with the older population in Hulme and Moss
Side.

Ideas
»» Identify or encourage housing providers to have champions for older residents.
»» Work in partnership on events and projects.
»» Support existing befriending schemes (e.g. People First)
»» Advertise and celebrate housing provider good practice of Age-Friendly Activities (awards?!)
»» Create links with Arawack Walton Housing Association

Projects
»»
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Housing

KEY:
Areas of Older People
Specialist Housing Provision (tower-blocks/ sheltered housing/ retirement housing)
Social Rented Tenure (Over 68% of properties in these areas)
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St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
The majority of the older people living in this area
will be renting their home from a housing provider.
City South and People First are the main housing
providers here. The 6 specialist accommodation
are all tower-blocks managed by City South. People
First opened some of the first housing built after
the Crescents came down, and so families who
originally moved in may still be living here, having
had children grow up and move away.
Aquarius
Some of the houses here have been bought under
the right to buy, but a large majority are still rented
from City South, the main provider in this area.
Arawak Walton and The Guinness Partnership
Housing Trust are also renting properties to
residents in this area.

BBC Loreto
The area of older people here again correlates
with those renting social housing from a housing
provider. City South are the main provider. People
First, Places for People and Mosscare also have
properties in the area. The specialist housing block
here is homes for change, a housing coop, originally
built in partnership with the Guinness Partnership.

Alex Park
Much of this estate is still in housing provider
ownership with both areas of older people having
high proportions of people renting social housing.
The providers here include City South, Adactus,
Arawak Walton and Mosscare. One specialist
housing accommodation is managed by City South
(Will Griffiths) and the other by Adactus (Hibiscus
Court).
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Social Participation

1

Local high streets are dispersed across the
neighbourhood and do not provide a vibrant
social space for older people to spend time or
congregate.

There are various areas of active high
streets across the neighbourhood.
(Urban Design Analysis)

“Claremont Road (Princess Parkway
end) - Many more Caribbean
takeaways here – last bastion of
Caribbean heritage of the area. Mostly
they live over the other side of
Princess Parkway.”
(Female 60s, April 2016)
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“The shops are more deteriorated.
On princess road it mostly serves the
Pakistani and Somali communities.”
(Male 70s, April 2016)

“Hulme High Street is good. Nails,
hair mobile phones repairs computer
shops etc. It is handy. But it is more
expensive than in town. It has lots
for Afro-Caribbean and ASDA now
supplies all continental foods.”
(Female 60s, June 2016)

Impact
»» Without a main focus for the neighbourhood, social activity is dispersed over various territories.

Ideas
»»

Projects
»»
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Social Participation

KEY:
Areas of Older People
Reported Social Meeting Places for older people
Shops
“Active” Streets (several shops together)
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This map shows the areas of older people in
the neighbourhood alongside the dispersal
of shops and social spaces of reported social
activity for older people. It shows that there is
not a focus or hub of activity, as well as a lack
of informal social space for which older people
have expressed a desire.

St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
The area has a real lack of shops and places where
social activity takes place. The one shop on the
estate is a well known location and often used for
meeting people.

Aquarius
With the Aquarius Centre being closed groups are
using neighbouring religious buildings to put on
activities and events such as the Active Ages group.
There are a few shops close by on Boundary Lane,
and ASDA is on the other side of Princess Parkway.

BBC Loreto
The Hulme Community Garden Centre and Homes
for Change offer some social activity and meeting
spaces. This area is very close to Hulme High Street
and the Library (now housed within the Leisure
centre).

Alex Park
The area has a few shops centrally located and a
few locations where we have reports of existing
age- friendly activity taking place. The closed
“high street” is Claremont Road which has AfroCaribbean shops and takeaways, as well as the
shops on Princess Parkway.
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Social Participation

2

Social activities in Hulme and Moss Side
serve a wide range of people, and many serve
specific communities based on language,
religion or nationality.

“I thought that the Yellowbird was just
for Caribbean people?”
(Female 80s April 2016)

“Theres nothing for the old Irish
community - a lot of them are much
older now, and dont recognise this
area anymore.”
(Community Worker 40s April 2016)
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Impact
»»

Ideas
»» Residents report a desire for activities and events which bring together different cultures.

Projects
»»
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Social Participation

3

There are a large number of activities on offer
compared to other neighbourhoods. Some of
the key ones for older people have closed.

Hulme Library closed in 2015 and is still
unoccupied. The library was moved to
the Moss Side Leisure Centre but many
of the services and activities had to stop.
(Fieldwork/ Urban Design Analysis, 2016)

“Hulme Library was one place where
everyone used to go and mix – young, old
and students, but now closed there isn’t
anywhere to mix all together.”
(Female 60s, Dec 2016)

“There is a reduction in leisure classes at
Greenhays. [focus of majority of courses
is IT, english and employment skills]. There
is a great example of a place offering
courses for adults in London – you pay
£80 for the year and you can attend
whatever classes you like.”
(Female 60s, Dec 2016)
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Aquarius Community Centre has been
closed since February 2016. The groups
such as an art group and exericise group
are using a local church.
(Fieldwork/ Urban Design Analysis, 2016)

“Problem with Aquarius is that everyone
assumes that everyone knows they are
there but no one really does. They don’t
advertise widely enough, and now they are
in financial difficulties.”
(Male 70s, Dec 2016)

There a huge number of community assets
and activities on offer in Hulme and Moss
Side copared with other neighbourhoods
MAFN is working with in Manchester.
(Age Friendly Hulme & Moss Side Calendar,
June 2016)

Impact
»»

Ideas
»» MMU could be a good ally – as they are not going anywhere.
»» Research the Big Life centres - Kath Locke and Zion
»» Oureach to existing groups to make sure the communities which are not as well served continue
to hear about community events.

Projects
»»
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